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Introduction

In the past couple decades there has been a phenomenal change in the way media 

information has been conveyed to and received by the public.  In many ways this change has 

allowed the individual to become more aware of and involved in our global community. Media 

has gone from being analog to digital, changing the way and even the channels in which we 

receive our information. Media is now conveyed along vast computerized communication 

networks with new media types emerging within this system all the time. An example of this 

change is the change in how people receive their news; twenty years ago an individuals main 

source of news might have been the analog morning newspaper and a nightly newscast, now 

many people's main source of news is the local news channels digital app and website. This 

phenomenon is called Media Convergence and is the emerging and merging of traditional media 

and new media into newer and more connected channels as well as forms of media content. 

(Grant and Meadows 105.)

With the steady growth of the internet and the use of internet technologies Media 

Convergence has evolved to change our world from heavily relying on analog technologies to 
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relying on digital storage, computations, and distribution. This change has had many societal 

impacts and effects as we transition to a life more online then in reality and more intrenched in 

global knowledge. It has changed the way we consume from brick-and-mortar shopping to 

compare-and-click online shopping, radically changing the face of commerce, how we do 

business not just with each other but the world. It has changed the way we convey our passions, 

the way political campaigns are run and social movements take place. It has even changed the 

way in which we socialize with each other forever. As all this change has occurred there has been 

many leaps forward in the technology in order to do so, the laws in which the technology works 

within, and the emerging and merging of companies that actually put forth the digital content. 

Much of the progress and competition of business of the internet era can be traced back to 

the Telecommunications act of 1996 (Grant and Meadows, 55). This act was the first instance in 

which the internet was included in the broadcast spectrum law and allowed for cross-media- 

owner ship and for any communication business to compete in any media market. This is why 

even today most internet providers are also cable or satellite TV providers. Down the line this is 

what allows many of our devices to operate in multiple communications channels; smart phones 

that make calls, search the web, and communicate electronically around the world. 

Commerce and Consumerism

While precursors to the internet have been around since the 1960s it wasn't until the 

release of the Mosaic browser in 1993 that the internet started to catch on as a tool for personal 

uses. (Stewart, "Mosaic--The First Global Web Browser") It was around around this time in 1994 

that internet banking technology came out and the first online stores popped up on this new-
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fangled web. Believe it or not the first online order was pizza from Pizza Hut in 1994. 

(Huffington Post, “First Online Purchase Ever was a Pizza Hut Pizza in 1994”) 

During the 1990s Americans, and the world, embraced the internet and new companies 

popped up everyday to sell their wares and services online. Not only did this open business up 

online, but it opened up whole new fields of work to design, build, and progress the websites and 

services available online. The economy soared and this industry build and these companies 

started to go public, but many of the companies went bust at the dot com bubble burst around 

2000. The bubble burst acted as a sifting of the tears, weaker companies fell through and others 

held strong and adapted. 

Amazon is a wonderful example of a company that survived and adapted. Not only did 

their online store for books survive, but in the past 15 years it has converged its media offerings 

from products, to digital products. Where as in 1994 the product was books being sold from a 

single persons garage, now Amazon offers books, ebooks, music, emusic, streaming video 

content, and thousands and thousands of products. They truly are an example of a media 

convergent giant. (fundinguniverse.com, "Amazon.com Inc History".)

While the internet has opened the door financially to big companies it has also opened the 

door to the individual. Thirty years ago when an individual wanted to start to sell a product it 

would take tremendous start up revenue to product a product, rent the brick-and-mortar building, 

purchase the advertizing space and more. The internet allows for individuals to sell their wares, 

products, services, and items without a lot of hassle. Depending on the service or product an 

individual can pick a platform that meets their own needs from handmade items at Etsy.com, to 

vintage knick-nacks on Ebay, to series of ebooks on Amazon.com. Even building an your own 
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website and receiving revenue from sales or advertizing has become quite a normal profession. 

Websites where no longer electronic white pages with a simple contact information, but 

informative and highly visual tool to direct a potential costumer or client to your company. 

People seemed to enjoy it and demanded more and it eventually changed how we do business at 

all. We have gone from paying in person for things in cash, to checks, then debit/credit card, to 

paying with a click of a mouse with Paypal and even electronic currency like Bitcoins. That is 

the power this evolving convergence of media online has done to our commerce. 

 

Politics and Movements

Campaigning for politics and causes have changed significantly as media has converged 

online.  A clever slogan, pleasing sign, and multitude of bumper stickers aren't going to help win 

over the public. Now you are expected to provide a lot of new media on a lot of different 

platforms to even have your topic heard; official politician's websites, political-party or social-

cause sites,  blogs, news, youtube and vimeo and more! For good or for bad Convergence of 

Media online has allowed for more ways to get a cause out there and targeted online marketing 

has allowed for more ways for the public to receive the hype.

The hope and dream is that with more information on such things as political topics, 

environmental awareness, human rights issues and medical concerns more people will become 

educated and make informed decisions to change our world for the better. Social networking 

sites have allowed for these organizations to put out media content that is engaging such as polls 

and personalized graphics. Media content that is social such as share, like, wish lists, and pin it 

buttons. Both these points effectively allow sharing of ideals and help spurn forward acceptance 
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or rejection of these movements. 

There has even been a development of platforms that help financially support these 

causes and even crowd fund smaller projects. Websites like fundly.com, gofundme.com, 

patreon.com and the ever popular kickstarter.com can help support individual artists or large 

environmental groups. Financially funding campaigns and charity are happening online, and 

converging in other forms of media. When a national disaster strikes there is often agreements 

with different entities in order to get as much financial help to the disaster zone as possible, it is 

possible to donate via text, via calling, via email, via Facebook and more!

Social Networking

One of the most drastic ways convergence of media has effected our lives is the way it 

has changed the way we socialize.  Social media sites such as Facebook, Twitter, blogs, and 

email now eat up the largest part of our time online with Americans spending an average of  3.2 

hours a day on them! (MarketingCharts.com,"Social Networking Eats up 3+ Hours Per Day For 

The Average American User") This time isn't just spend on a desktop but all our plethora of 

connected devices such as our smart phones, tablets, wearable and more. Some of these sites 

draw in users with personalizable pages, uploadable media like video and images, blog and status 

updates, location check-ins, interactive games and more. Others draw in users with the hook of 

only allowing one media type like images and a short statement. Other sites branch into the 

realm of pure fantasy where individuals can create their own avatar and enter digital worlds and 

lives. Where as all these platforms have different draws and media they all allow users to 

socialize and interact with people all over the world. From your neighbor next door to a farmer in 
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rural India, you can connect and socialize instantly. You can share your own media, pictures from 

your 3 year old nephew birthday party, or share a the latest trailer for the upcoming Disney 

smash. And all this socialization is possible because of the convergence of images, companies, 

technologies, laws, videos, music, and more online. 

Conclusion

While Convergence of Media might be a hard concept to pin down, it is not a hard thing 

to see the impact that this phenomenon has had on our lives over the past few decades. 

Information and media has converged into newer and more connected channels as well as forms 

of media content and that fact has made us more connected globally. They way we have done 

business has changed to incorporated online services, stores, and marketing. They way we 

communicate ideas, politics and movements have changed. The very way in which we interact 

socially with each other has changed. We have embedded ourselves online and in many ways 

embedded ourselves more globally in the world around us because of it.
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